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The Littlest W
itch

BIAcNA PITZORno

www.catnippublishing.co.uk

£4.99

Vit, odi to cum nimi, te parchil is susa destibus, 

que nimaiorrum aceatur, sit laceritaquid utem non 

nosa volorem simporae. Nam, natia que ni conseque 

nonectatio. Nam, nihictiur re.

ssequis peri cuptur?Abore natqui ommolorr

um harcit estiumq uaspel minim reritas eicit, aute-

mpor si n
os quat et of  citius re derspita comnis 

Obit lantur aut of  ciatus.

In order to inherit his great uncle’s millions, Alfonso has 
to marry a witch. But who believes in witches in the 21st 
Century and in any case who would want to marry the 
ghastly Alfonso?
Meanwhile Mr and Mrs Zep’s seventh daughter Sybilla 
is starting to behave rather oddly. She floats in water, 
cannot see her reflection in a mirror and is the only 
one who can understand their pet parrot. So as far as 
marriage goes will Alfonso know which sister is witch? 
And which sister can stop his dastardly plan?

The Littlest Witch
Bianca Pitzorno, Laura Watkinson, 
Mark Beech

7+ | PB | £5.99 | 9781910611173

One freezing Christmas Eve in Milan, seven-year-
old Lavinia, a modern-day match girl, is alone and 
starving. Everyone is hurrying home to be with their 
families, and they have no time to help the little girl.
A fairy arrives in a taxi, and Lavinia gives her a light 
for free. The grateful fairy gives Lavinia a gift: a 
magic ring. Its special power? It allows the wearer to 
turn anything into poo – and back again. Lavinia is 
horrified and disgusted at first, but she soon works out 
how to use the ring to her advantage.

Lavinia and the Magic Ring
Bianca Pitzorno, Laura Watkinson, 
Quentin Blake

7+ | PB | £5.99 | 9781910611180

Sunday Times 
Book of the Week
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Olivia lives with her mum and her grandparents. She 
has a relatively normal modern family. The opening of 
a new Army cadets unit causes turmoil both at home 
and at school. Olivia wants to join, a decision her ex-
army grandfather supports, but her pacifist mother is 
ardently opposed. Her best friend Aiden also disagrees 
with her decision causing tension in their friendship. 
When her mum is imprisoned for leading a pacifist 
protest, Olivia is forced to spend time with her dad 
who lives on Lindesfarne. The island feels far away 
and detached from the mainland, almost magical. 
And even William, a young boy she meets there seems 
different...

Across the Divide
Anne Booth

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781910611111

Cambridge, 1860. 
Dad has lost his Job and Mum is really ill. . . 
Bill feels it’s up to him to make things better - even if 
that means dropping out of school and starting work 
at the coprolite diggings. Then one day he makes 
a great discovery. . . A gigantic sea dragon hidden 
underground!
Bill and his friend Alf think this amazing ancient fossil 
could shange their lives forever. Can Bill finally prove 
himself and make everything right?

The Great Sea Dragon 
Discovery
Pippa Goodhart

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781910611081
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Jack’s mum is taking part in the local Cake-Off 
Competition and is now battling against the unbeaten 
champion, Dr Spleen. But something smells burnt . . . 
Of course Jack and Coco can’t keep away from 
trouble. . . causing more chaos than they would have 
ever expected. And yes, this book also features a cute 
camel.

Jack Dash and the Great 
Custard Cake-Off
Sophie Plowden, Judy Brown

8+ | PB | £5.99 | 9781910611166

CHECK OUT MORE JACK DASH 
ADVENTURES
SEE PAGE XX
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In a galaxy far, far away (and then a bit further. Then 
second left) there lies the planet Nrrmmff. On Nrrmmff 
there lives a great warrior. His name is Zultar and 
Nrrmmffians consider him to be the strongest, most 
cunning and handsomest of evil beings. But on Earth 
he looks like a chicken nugget with one eye, a little 
beard and very tight trousers.
Zultar arrives on Earth intent on carrying out the 
evilest of evil plans. (It involves hamsters, if you were 
wondering.)
But he hasn’t counted on Gary, Bel, Ruby and Morris. 
Just four ordinary kids from Fish Street until the day 
an elf turned them into superheroes. Now The Chimp, 
Nightingale, KangaRuby and Slug Boy are all that 
stands between Zultar and all the world’s hamsters. It’s 
Fish Fingers vs Nuggets - and someone’s getting fried!

Fish Fingers vs Nuggets
Jason Beresford, Vicky Barker

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781910611043

FOR MORE FISH FINGERS CRAZY STORIES 
SEE PAGE XX
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9781846471063 9781846471070 9781846471124

9781846471155 9781846471223 9781846471254
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9781846471520 9781846471629 9781846471780

9781846471759 9781910611012 9781910611029
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The Jinny of Finmory series was first published in the 
1970s and were enormously popular. Until 2010, 
they had been out of print for many years – to the 
consternation of Leitch’s many fans!

Jinny Manders is not the typical pony book heroine 
– she is scruffy, wilful, tomboyish girl who doesn’t 
have any social or romantic aspirations. Co-star of 
the books is her beautiful, wild, Arab pony Shantih. 
Serious social justice issues are raised throughout the 
series, forcing Jinny to confront her prejudices and 
character faults.

Jinny at Finmory
Patricia Leitch

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 
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“Quite simply the best series of pony books 
ever written. Fresh, relevant, timeless” 

Lauren St John

About Patricia Leitch
Patricia Leitch was a Scottish writer, best known for her much-loved Jinny at Finmory 
series. The 12 books were first published by Armada between 1976 and 1988, and 
Catnip are very proud to reissue them. We regularly receive letters from fans who 
grew up with these books and are delighted to see them back in print. Patricia lived in 
Scotland, where her love of horses first began and which also provided the inspiration 
for the wid moors of Finmory.
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ISBN  978-1-846-47101-8

9 781846 471018

9781846471018 ISBN  978-1-846-47100-1

9 781846 471001

9781846471001

9 781846 471179

ISBN  978-1-846-47117-9
9781846471179
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ISBN  978-1-846-47087-5

9 781846 470875

9781846470875

Jamie’s Amazing 
Cape
Pete Johnson, Mike Gordon, 
Mike Phillips

Jamie’s cape is pretty amazing – it grants 
wishes! Pity that he is not really sure how to 
handle the magic properly. Together with his 
little brother Harry and his friend Reema,  Jamie 
has to face serious troubles! So get ready for 
four funny, thoughtful stories for young readers 
from a top-name author.

5+ | PB | £4.99 | 
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The Elevanth Orphan begins with Mr and Mrs Bigsby 
of the Pig and Whistle, Stoke Newington, who already 
look after ten children. When Constable O’Dowd 
brings an eleventh orphan he found on the streets, Ma 
Bigsby is reluctant to take her. But there’s something 
about Elfie, it’s the first day of a new century and Ma 
loves a mystery - just why does Elfie possess a little 
water colour of the Pig and Whistle? As the mystery 
unfolds, Elfie’s world will change completely.

ISBN 978-1-84647-052-3

9 7 8 1 8 4 6 4 7 0 5 2 3

0 0 1 0 0

The Eleventh Orphan
Joan Lingard

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846470523

When Elfie’s best friend, Joe, starts work as a clerk in 
her father’s office, Elfie is delighted. Unfortunately, 
Joe’s not the only new person working in the lawyer’s 
office in Chancery Lane. Mr Trelawney’s bigoted 
partner Mr Basildon-Blunt takes an instant dislike to 
Joe and worse, he seems to have some hold over Elfie’s 
father. But Elfie’s never been one to give in to a bully 
like Bluntface. With Joe’s patience and Elfie’s tenacity, 
the two are soon on a treacherous trail to uncover a 
conspiracy that stretches from one end of the country 
to the other... 

The Chancery Lane 
Conspiracy
Joan Lingard

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846471087
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When Elfie’s little sister Rosalind Trelawney is stolen 
from outside her school, her parents will do anything 
to get her back. But Rosalind’s safe return comes at 
great cost. . .

As Elfie and Jo untangle the threads of the kidnapper’s 
plot, it leads them closer to a devious mastermind 
who will stop at nothing - not even murder. It’s a race 
against time to locate the villain before Elfie’s family 
falls apart under strain.

The Stolen Sister
Joan Lingard

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846471292
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Catherine and her family set out for her grandmother’s 
house deep in the Derbyshire hills. Sheltering from a 
storm in an old cruck barn with her younger sister and 
brother, it becomes strangely familiar to her, and she 
is drawn back to a time when three children sheltered 
all winter away from a terrible plague that was 
devastating their village. 
Written by a master storyteller Children of Winter 
recreates the time when the tiny village of Eyam in 
Derbyshire cut itself off from the rest of England in 
1666.

ISBN 978-1-84647-026-4

9 781846 470264

9 0 1 0 0

Children of Winter
Berlie Doherty

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846470264

At a family get-together on the brink of a year’s 
adventure in France, 18 year-old Jess hears her family’s 
secrets: she listens to the story of her grandparents 
Bridie and Jack, whose love kept them together in spite 
of family divisions; of her other granny Dorothy’s daily 
toil from the dirt and grime of the buffing wheel; and 
of her parents’ first meeting. And, of course, there’s 
Jess’s own story too.
A compelling and beautifully written story of three 
generations of a Sheffield family, Granny was a Buffer 
Girl won the Carnegie Medal in 1986.ISBN 978-1-84647-024-0

9 7 8 1 8 4 6 4 7 0 2 4 0

9 0 1 0 0

Granny Was a Buffer Girl
Berlie Doherty

8+ | PB | £5.99 | 9781846470240

NEW COVER TO BE 

REVEALED SOON
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Life hasn’t been great for Angela since tragedy took 
her family away. But Angela is given once last chance 
when she is invited on holiday with her Aunt Cece 
and her bratty cousins Kitty and Fliss. Angela tries to 
behave herself, but she knows secrets lie in the walls 
of their crumbling French holiday home. Soon night 
time foot steps, flickering candlelight and shadows in 
windows lead Angela to Julien. Who is he? Why is he 
trapped in the house? And what happened there over 
a hundred years ago? Julien needs her help …Through 
saving him can Angela save herself?

Through the Mirror Door
Sarah Baker

9+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781910611036

France, 1944. 12-year-old Eloise’s father has not come 
home in over a week, and she is getting worried that 
something might be badly wrong. When the Germans 
occupy Eloise’s town, and the Nazi Kommandant 
moves into Maison de la Noyer, things start falling 
apart. Through a chance meeting, Eloise volunteers 
to join the Resistance. Suspense, secrecy and danger 
follow her as, inspired by her favourite detective fiction 
books, she tries to find her father. A hidden passage 
behind a tapestry, a deportation list and a race against 
time... Will Eloise find her father? And what other 
secrets will she reveal?

Eloise Undercover
Sarah Baker

9+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781910611135
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When Jessie’s gran gets a white Alsatian puppy, it’s the 
start of a downward spiral of strange and worrying 
behaviour. But life at home is only half the problem – 
at school Jessie’s class is studying the rise to power of 
the Nazi party and soon Jessie starts seeing alarming 
parallels between modern life in her sleepy village and 
that of 1930s Germany. 
With one eye on the past and one on her ailing gran, 
Jessie starts to see a connection – something long-
buried, troubling and somehow connected to another 
girl, and another white dog . . .

Girl With a White Dog
Anne Booth

9+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846471810

Anna and her friends can’t believe that popstar Frankie 
Santoro is coming to their school to judge a singing 
competition. They’re going to be famous!
But beneath her happy exterior, Anna is struggling. 
Her dad is working abroad and all her mum’s time is 
taken up with worrying about ill baby Jack, so Anna is 
left to keep things together. The only person she can 
talk to isn’t even a person; he’s her dog, Tim. With so 
much to do, Anna is sure she’s going to let everyone 
down. She starts to dream of running away, with best 
friend Tim at her side. But she’d never do anything 
crazy like that  . . . would she? 

Dog Ears
Anne Booth

9+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846471889
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Jack is not happy when his family move to the dull 
suburban town of Curtly Ambrose. But everything 
changes when Jack finds a feather inside a book. 
Things go from dull to magic in 60 seconds. Because 
this is no ordinary feather . . . this is a magic feather 
that makes whatever he draws come to life! But his 
grand plans (for a dog, a car and a cool wrestling 
mask) don’t go quite right and he ends up with some 
frilly knickers, a high-maintenance pet sea lion and on 
the run from the dastardly Mayor. Even worse, Jack is 
constantly being pestered by Coco, the girl next door 
who is very annoying. . . 

Jack Dash and the Magic 
Feather
Sophie Plowden, Judy Brown

8+ | PB | £5.99 | 9781846470998

Jack Dash’s magic feather is pretty awesome. but it’s 
his first day at a new school and the head teacher is 
TERRIFYING so the feather is staying at home. . .Or 
so he thinks! His friend Coco McBean has stolen it 
and drawn a penguin (called Pablo). And the chaos 
begins... Giant Cupcakes, speedboats, and penguins a 
plenty - it’s up to Jack to save the day again, but what 
will he draw? And why’s it snowing in the middle of 
Summer? And do Penguins even eat Pizza?

Jack Dash and the 
Summer Blizzard
Sophie Plowden, Judy Brown

8+ | PB | £5.99 | 9781910611067
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When danger is near, Gary, Ruby, Bel and Morris 
become super heroes. The Chimp can swing from 
the rooftops, Kanga-Ruby has a magical pocket, 
Nightgale’s voice can shatter glass and Slug Boy... 
Well, he’s a slug.But trouble is brewing in Tumchester. 
Evil villains Jumper Jack Flash (a man-rabbit-pirate 
thing who trusses people up in their own jumpers) 
and The Panteater are stealing all the sweets and 
running donutrings around the local police. It’s up to 
our heroes, the Fabulous Four Fish Fingers, to stop the 
villains and save the day - and the end of term disco. 

The Fabulous Four Fish 
Fingers
Jason Beresford, Vicky Barker

8+ | PB | £6.99 |  9781846471681

The gang can’t wait for their school trip to 
Transyldovia. Except Morris, who’s heard that 
Transyldovians eat mainly beetroot and has packed 
extra donuts just in case. But in the middle of all the 
fun in the snow, it becomes clear that something odd is 
going on. Something that is somehow connected to a 
vanishing pig... In the murky tunnels of Castle Roy, Dr 
Grubski has a plan. It’s a plan that will end up involving 
a famous pig, a milk-drinking vampire named Terry 
and (Morris was right) a beetroot. It’s also a plan that 
puts all the children in grave danger. . .

Frozen Fish Fingers
Jason Beresford, Vicky Barker

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846471834
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Ida’s mother has died, leaving her in the charge of her 
beloved Fa - only it seems like Ida’s the one who does 
most of the caring. When Fa decides to travel to the 
Klondike in search of gold, leaving Ida in the care of 
her Grandmama, Ida knows she must find a way to 
go with him. The sights and sounds of the journey and 
the hardships they face will push them to very limit of 
human endurance - and change them forever.

Finding Fortune
Pippa Goodhart

9+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846471599

London 1666: the Great Plague rages and the city is 
a dangerous place. Young Nick Truelove blames his 
King, Charles II, for the hardships he faces and vows 
to get revenge. Inspired by the bold behaviour and 
wily cunning of a young raven, Nick bluffs his way into 
the centre of the King’s power - the Tower of London 
itself. But, as a remarkable friendship grows between 
boy and raven, a new danger engulfs London. Nick’s 
view of the world and his King is about to be changed 
forever.

9 781846 470257
www.catnippublishing.co.uk

Raven Boy
Pippa Goodhart

9+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846470257
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Ernest loves Celestine like a 
daughter, so when she loses her 
beloved toy penguin, Simeon, 
Ernest does everything he can to 
cheer her up. But buying her all 
the toys in the town can’t replace 
Simeon, so Ernest set to work on 
a new plan. . .

Ernest & Celestine
Gabrielle Vincent

3+ | PB | £6.99 | 
9781846471773

Celestine is looking forward to 
going on a picnic, but when she 
wakes up, Ernest tells her that it’s 
raining. 

When Ernest sees how upset this 
makes her, he decides that rain 
or shine, their picinic will still go 
ahead one way or another . . .

Ernest & Celestine: 
The Picnic
Gabrielle Vincent

3+ | HB | £10.99 | 
9781846471674
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Twins Pam and Tom return home to stay with
their grandmother during the holidays. On the first 
night of their stay, they put out food for the hedgehogs 
Gran has seen, but on the stroke of midnight four 
kittens appear to drink the milk and eat the bread 
before disappearing as mysteriously as they arrived. 
Where do the kittens come from? And what will 
happen to them once the twins return to school? In 
their mission to find out more about the kittens, Pam 
and Tom embark on a night-time exploration of a 
disused mansion on the other side of the railway. . .

9 781846 471537

The Midnight Kittens
Dodie Smith

7+ | PB | £5.99 | 9781846471537

White Chin, the Cat that Walked by His Wild Lone 
is the story of a cat, abandoned by his owners and 
forced to live in the wild. He must learn to hunt, 
defend himself and avoid predators. White Chin 
gradually moves from the wild back into domestic life 
courtesy of Kirstie, a farmer’s daughter, who has been 
searching for him since she saw him being abandoned. 
Interwoven with the account of White Chin’s life in the 
wild and on the farm is a strong portrayal of tensions 
within the farming community.

White Chin
Marilyn Edwards

8+ | PB | £6.99 | 9781846471056
9 781846 471056
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Roodica the 
Rude and 
the Chariot 
Challenge
9781846470738
PB £4.99

Roodica the 
Rude Who Stole 
The River
9781846470745
PB £4.99

Roodica the 
Rude and the 
Famous Flea 
Trick
9781846470721
PB £4.99

Roodica the 
Rude Party 
Pooper
9781846471445
PB £4.99

Rita the Rescuer 
and Other 
Stories
9781846471513
PB £4.99

Tilly Tiptoes 
and the Grand 
Surprise
9781846471230
PB £4.99

Tilly Tiptoes and 
the Gala Show
9781846471353
PB £4.99

Tilly Tiptoes 
Takes a Curtain 
Call
9781846471438
PB £4.99
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Tortoise Trouble
9781846471766
PB £4.99

River Eyes
9781846471803
PB £4.99

The Egg Thieves
9781846471797
PB £4.99

Tom and the Tree 
House
9781846471728
PB £4.99

It’s bad news for Prince Pom!
His father the king has broken his leg and can’t 

take part in the Royal Tournament.
 

The prince will have to take his place 
and face up to a huge rival knight.

 
The court wizard has a 

spell to help him but it sounds very 
dangeRous and RIsky! 

Luckily Laura Jones is there to help 
her friend Pom again … 

                     
another brilliantly funny story from the 

award-winning author of  Watch out 
for Witches, The Wizard’s Warning 

and The galloping ghost, short-listed 
for the Roald dahl Funny Prize.

I SBN 978-1-846470-85-1

9 7 8 1 8 4 6 4 7 0 8 5 1

9 0 1 0 0

£4.99

www.catnippublishing.co.uk

Hilda
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Knee High Knight Mar 17.indd   1 13/03/2017   06:29

Catsup High: 
Detective 
Agency
9781846471896
PB £4.99

Tales from the 
Turrets
9781846471605
PB £5.99

The Famous 
Adventures of 
Jack
9781846471421
PB £4.99

Knee-High to a 
Knight
9781846470851
PB £4.99
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Jake Our Hero
9781846471094
PB £5.99

Jake a Friend 
Indeed
9781905117703
PB £5.99

Jake in Danger
9781905117710
PB £5.99

Jake in Action
9781905117697
PB £5.99

Screaming 
Sands: The Day 
the Donkey 
Dropped Dead
9781846471575
PB £5.99

Screaming 
Sands: Attack 
of the Ballistic 
Blanket
9781846471643
PB £5.99

Battle of the 
Beach Freaks
9781846471698
PB £5.99

Jake the Good 
Bad Dog
9781905117680
PB £5.99
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Sir Quinton Quest, Explorer of the 

Year five years running, is off on a 

death-defying expedition accompanied

only by his long-suffering butler Muggins.

His mission? To prove that the Yeti 

definitely does not exist …

S
ir
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UINTO

N Q
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T HUNTS
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u
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A laugh a minute
adventure from
the best-selling

author of the
Pongwiffy books!

I SBN 978-1-84647-057-8

9 7 8 1 8 4 6 4 7 0 5 7 8

9 0 1 0 0

£3.99

www.catnippublishing.co.uk

Yeti cvr:Layout 1  5/7/08  16:47  Page 1

Anna has gone to live with Grandpa Bill 
and Nanny Jean in Peak Dale Farm.

There are sheep on the hills and cows in the fields.
There are chickens in the barns and an old pony in 
the orchard.  But Anna is lonely, and a bit scared

too. Until she makes a special friend – he’s a 
white Charolais calf called Valentine!

Valentine isn’t always well behaved, but he’s great
fun.  And when Anna is in trouble, Valentine

comes to the rescue!

A warm funny story by an award winning author.

Berlie Doherty is one of the finest authors for 
young children.  She lives in the Hope Valley in the 

Peak District where the Valentine stories are set.

£4.99

www.catnippublishing.co.uk
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Valentine Cover:layout  18/2/09  21:36  Page 1

Anna has gone to live with Grandpa Bill 
and Nanny Jean in Peak Dale Farm.

There are sheep on the hills and cows in the fields.
There are chickens in the barns and an old pony in

the orchard. But best of all there’s a white Charolais
calf called Valentine and he’s Anna’s best friend!

Anna has known Valentine since the day he was
born. She would do anything for him and Valentine

would do practically anything for Anna.  

When Granny Jean enters them into the Hope Show
they’ll both need to be on their best behaviour!

A warm funny story by an award winning author.

Berlie Doherty is one of the finest authors for 
young children.  She lives in the Hope Valley in the 

Peak District where the Valentine stories are set.

£4.99
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www.catnippublishing.co.uk

Valentines Day Cover:Valentine covers  28/5/09  10:02  Page 1

Sir Quinton 
Quest Hunts the 
Yeti
9781846470578
PB £3.99

Sir Quinton 
Quest: The Yeti’s 
Hunt for Sir 
Quinton
9781846470707
PB £4.99

Peak Dale Farm 
Stories: A Calf 
Called Valentine
9781846470882
PB £4.99

Peak Dale 
Farm Stories: 
Valentine’s Day
9781846470899
PB £4.99

ISBN: 978-1-84647-119-3

9 781846 471193 >

£4.99

www.catnippublishing.co.uk

A timeless collection of stories  
from an award-winning author.

When Willa meets Miss Annie she is frightened of the  
old lady, with her woolly hair and bumpy, twisted hands.  
But soon they become the best of friends.  They both love  

animals, and between them they help out a goat, a pony and  
a fox in these charming stories about country life.

“Three miniature masterpieces.” 
The Junior Bookshelf

“Beautifully told and illustrated . . . A warm, happy treat.” 
The School Librarian

 and Old Miss Annie

Highly 
Commended 
H for the H 
Carnegie 

Medal

W
illa
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Illustrated by Kim Lewis

D Berlie Doherty d

  Willa

Willa&MissAnnie_AW_2nd print.indd   1 12/12/2016   14:03

Willa and Old 
Miss Annie
9781846471193
PB £4.99

Digging in the 
Dark
9781846471391
PB £4.99

The Galloping 
Ghost
9781905117666
PB £4.99

The Trouble with 
Owls
9781905117185
PB £4.99
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Creakie Hall in 
Star Spooks
9781846471247
PB £4.99

The Ghosts of 
Creakie Hall in 
Ace Ghosts
9781846470929
PB £4.99

The Ghosts of 
Creakie Hall in 
Funky Phantoms
9781846471261
PB £4.99

The Ghosts of 
Creakie Hall in 
Ghouls Rule
9781846470974
PB £4.99

Watch Out for 
Witches!
9781905117178
PB £4.99

The Wizard’s 
Warning
9781905117611
PB £4.99

Scaredy Squirrel has a 
Birthday Party
9781846471346
HB £10.99
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The War and 
Freddie
9781846470417
PB £5.99

Sharp Beats
9781846470516
PB £5.99

Sharp Returns
9781846470509
PB £5.99

Sharp Shot
9781846470493
PB £5.99

Sharp Stuff
9781846470486
PB £5.99

The File on 
Fraulein Berg
9781846470530
PB £6.99

Bodyswap: 
The Boy Who 
Was 84
9781846470752
PB £5.99

The Sailing Ship 
Tree
9781846470448
PB £5.99
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Jeannie of White 
Peak Farm
9781846470813
PB £6.99

Paradise Barn
9781846470912
PB £6.99

The Deeping 
Secrets
9781846471186
PB £6.99

Hidden Lies
9781846471469
PB £6.99

Operation 
Blackout
9781910611005
PB £6.99

Badlands: Death 
in Drygulch
9781846470967
PB £5.99

Badlands: Range 
Wars
9781846471025
PB £5.99

Everyone a 
Stranger
9781846471612
PB £6.99
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Mission 
Improbable
9781846470950
PB £6.99

Edwin Spencer: 
Spirit World
9781846471667
PB £6.99

A Slightly 
Jones Mystery: 
The Case of 
the London 
Dragonfish
9781846470981
PB £5.99

A Slightly Jones 
Mystery: The 
Case of the 
Glasgow Ghoul
9781846471148
PB £5.99

A Slightly Jones 
Mystery: The 
Case of the 
Cambridge 
Mummy
9781846471407
PB £5.99

A Slightly Jones 
Mystery: The 
Case of the 
Hidden City
9781846471704
PB £5.99

Clash
9781846471162
PB £6.99

Edwin Spencer: 
Shadow Magic
9781846471339
PB £6.99
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Maphead
9781846471209
PB £5.99

Dragon Racer: 
First Flight
9781846471650
PB £6.99

Dragon Racer: 
Legacy of Fire
9781846471216
PB £6.99

Dragon Racer: 
The Silver Flame
9781846471742
PB £6.99

The Court 
Painter’s 
Apprentice
9781846471278
PB £5.99

The Dead Ways
9781846471322
PB £6.99

Army of the 
Dead
9781846471452
PB £6.99

SWARF: The 
Day the World 
Stood Still
9781846471032
PB £5.99
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Magnificat
9781846471476
PB £6.99

Raw Blue
9781846471551
PB £6.99

What Holly Did
9781846471568
PB £5.99

The Crowham 
Martyrs
9781846471636
PB £6.99

Reel Friends: 
Starring Kitty
9781846471841
PB £6.99

Spotlight on 
Sunny
9781846471872
PB £6.99

Arabesque
9781846471483
PB £6.99

What To Do 
About Holly
9781846470905
PB £5.99
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Trouble on Cable 
Street
9781846471858
PB £6.99

Some Other War
9781846471865
PB £6.99
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